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ENGINEERING GRADUATES

Directory For The College All engineering students who
will receive their Bachelors' Set For Saturday

01rflm If a game of "hide-and-seek" even upper classmen do not degrees in June or September
were to be played in the Finley know all of the hidden details 1963 and who have been granted This Saturday, the American Institute of Chemical

Many ' Center, the person who is "it" of such buildings as Shepard awards, fellowships or assistant- Engineers will host a city-wide conference of eight collegeswould probably never win. The Hall or Steinman Hall. ships, please notify Dean White, for the Undergraduate Student Paper Contest, and otherCenter is a complicated maze It was realizations such as Administration Building, Room activities in Steinman Hall from 9 A.M. to 2 P.M.made up of wings, annexes, ex- these, and a desire to provide 205, as soon as possible but notHAT At the start of the contest, Robert Killen, Eugene Graff,tensions, halls, and basements. some sort of guide to incoming later than April 30, 1963.
It is a building in which upper freshmen, that prompted Ted and Vincent Esposito will each deliver an abstract of his
seniors have trouble finding Brown, last term's SG president,- paper, which was chosen for theW:ls a

illi:mt. their way around; the plight of to approach the college's new final presentation. Mr. Killen, a '
Crilii- the poor freshman, alone in the architecture students and see if Tech Library Finally paper on "Hydrazine and ItsCllri.0. unfamiliar labyrinth that is the they might be able to help the

student at City College, wrote a

iirteen Finley Student Center, is very situation. The result of this Derivatives as Propellants." Mr.pathetic indeed. And when our meeting between SG and the
tentor, bewildered freshman is not Architectural Society is one of Sees Light Of Day Graff, also a student at City

College, wrote a paper on "Heat1, out-
mfoos, wandering about in Finley, he the most iinpressive student un- and Mass Transfer in Freeze

might be wandering about in dertakings at the College: According to Dr. Robert H. Drying." Mr. Esposito, from the
one of the other buildings .on the Cartographic Commission. Whitford, "There's sunlight at Polytechnic Institute of Brook.

last." Dr. Whitford, assistant li-campus, still a bit lost. In fact (Cotiti,itied o„ Page 2) lyn, wrote a paper on "The Neu-brarian in charge of the Engi- trino."
3 . , 'Sit'. neering and Science Library,

The three papers were select-was referring to the nomadic
ed by Dr. Gino Giusti of the- existence of the library over the
Texas Gulf Sulfur Co., Mr. Jo-past few years. There's better _  , seph Jewett, Jr. of Scientific De-

than an even chance, though,
sign Co., and Dr. Walter Schny-306 ,
der of Hoffman La Roche Co.*1- dn These men will judge the final

  the new Steinman Hall.
-ia,- ws .,     ·1  - - -  !, X a n ; „1 ratrhye she sonf ufnodor 5

contest. A maximum of twoPrior to August, the library
305 307 . 308 309 310 papers from each of the eight-1 -1 . was housed in the Great Hall. If

colleges may be submitted. Fromlight did filter through it was
1 - muted by the stained glass win- these, three will be chosen to

compete for the first, second,_ dows. However, as Dr.:Whitford -
and third prizes.

, { :nji e happily pointed out, "The large

304    300   |ms  1 i1 - the noise." The Great Hall was r tour and inspection of the Chem-312 | | - medieval hall absorbed most of At 11:30 A.M. there will be a

„ only one of several temporary Dr. Whi:ford - ical Engineering Laboratories in
- - shelters for the present fifty- Steinman Hall.dying - thousand volumes. First there Great-Hall, but its -romance with The Vice President and Gen-;cott'S -

was the basement of Bowker the .sun was short-lived. It eral Manager of Cities Serviceif oric I
iswers 303 302 301 Hall which was on the site of the moved, in quick succession, to Research and Development Co.,
ut the - present Engineering Building. .the basement of Townsend Har- Dr. H. L. Malakoff, will be the
'(1, so „ From there the library migrated ris and into the Great Hall. speaker at an awards luncheon
hoate J,,:,Il,Il•,I.,d to the faculty room opposite the (Conti,tited on Page 3) starting at 12:30 P.M. in the

Faculty Dining Room. Prizes
:r his 1
while THIRD FLOOR will be presented to the three+, Tech Officers Return, winners at this time.
)asty. Since there are eight collegesiste!" Third floor of the Administration Building as it appears in

the published floor plan.
And Talk Of Industry of the Student Chapters of the

ied to in the Metropolitan Conference
gand
d we What is it like when an engineer ly. He may find himself in areas American Institute of Chemical

ionte. AIAA Plans To Tour graduates and goes to work? he did not expect to find him- (Continued on Pix. 3 )
Mike Rukin and Warren Wolff, self in. Warren Wolff is pre-3111 Tr'e

A' on Thiokol Rocket Plant last week and answered the the human element in equip- Vector Salestwo recent graduates, came back sent}y in charge of evaluating

question. They were both on ment design, the question of
'er to The College's student chapter largest makers of rocket en- campus inteviewing for Mitre how will its user function with Reach 800' Mr. of the American Institute of gines, produces propulsion sys- Corporation, and they took the a given device. Mike Rukin is
0 :111- Aeronautics and Astronautics tems for Minute-Man, Falcon, time out to address an informal working with personnel. Vector, City College's fineClass will sponsor a spring vacation Nike-Zeus and several other meeting sponsored by Tau Beta The talk was based upon the technical publication, was onfield trip to the rocket engine missiles. The Reaction Motor , Pi. Mike was president of HKN experience of the two men in sale from March 18th through
said plant of the Reaction Motors Division began 22 years ago to and Tau Beta Pi, and Warren the Mitre Corporation frame. March 20th. Approximately 800Division of the Thiokol Chemi- produce rocket engines for the was president of Tech Council. work, and consequently the issues were sold at 25c each.tad a cal Corp. Navy. The firm specialized in

for if Scheduled for Wednesday, liquid propellent engines which It has become a custom for re- company itself was discussed in Editor Hugh Kilpatrick termed
i the April 10th, the trip will feature presently constitutes most of cent graduates to come back to some detail. Mitre was formed the sale as fair and pointed out
'elled school and tell of their own ex- in 1958 from a section of MIT's that there is a "small but loyal

a guided tour of the Reaction Thiokol's production. In addi-your Lincoln Laboratories. It is a group of students who always
band Motor Division facilities at Den- tion to missile propulsion plants, periences.

If the engineer is working for non-profit organization, and it pui·chase the magazine.", tliis ville and Rockaway, N.J., 35 Reaction Motor's best known en- The forthcoming May issue,and miles west of New York City. gines have been those made for a firm doing secret government does not engage in actual manu-
Among the areas to be cov- the "X" series of research air- work, his first weeks are usual- facture. Its product consists of will include a story by Sheldon

ionte ered by the tour are the re- craft, from the X-1 to the X-15. ly spent doing very little. No technical proposals which are Katz on a new type of gas en-
loate one is allowed to speak to him then sold to the highest bidder. gine and an article on Freeze
e'S 3

search laboratories (Chemistry, The student group will leave about the work actually being Work is done in three main Drying by Eugene Graff. Graff's
vIarl- Physics and General Research from the college at 9 A.M. and done. Once the clearance comes areas, Federal work for the Air paper on this topic has been
iON Depts.), the Engineering Lab- return by 6 P.M. Tickets must through, however, he is assigned Force electronics systems diviz the AIChE paper contest to be

chosen to represent C.C.N.Y. in
oratories and Production facili- be purchased in advance and

an actual task. Students need sion, civil work such as control held at the college on March ,time ties, and the Lake Denmark test will be sold in Room 108, Shep- not fear being put to work on patterns for commercial avia- 30th.give site. The latter area contains 23 ard, betwen 12 and 2 P.M. ong.ve engine static test stands with ca- Thursday, March 28th and a several million dollar project tion, and the general field of Chief criticisms of the maga-r o Il and then bungling it. It takes a what industry is expecied to zine were the usual complaintspacities of up to 1 million pounds Thursday, April 4th. The cost little while before a new engi- be concerned with in the future. that the material was too tech-T liis thrust each. Also included in will be $1.50 for A.I.A.A. mem-
this site is a remote control plan bers and $1.75 for others. Full Reer is given large responsibili- After the businesslike portion nical and too difficult for most "
equipped to grind, mix, cast, details may be found posted ties. of the meeting, the group set- readers.

julian cure and machine solid propel- near Room 5, Steinman Hall. If he is willing to work, how- tled down to a bull session high- Copies which were not sold
lent grains. ever, a newly graduated engi- lighted by Mike's new Bostonian are mailed to advertisers and

Thiokol, one of the country's -Rosenfeld neer can work himself up rapid- accent. subscribers.
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Inquiring NDT LecturesTechographerNEWS plan to be doing five years after
QUESTION: "What do you Show Testing

you graduate from college?"

MANAGING BOARD ANSWERS: Techniques
Joe Nadan , Ted Semegran 0-Eli- Charles Marino,

Is it possible to detect cracks branches of the N.D.T. field. AnMel Pell j Caryl Singer   
.. lives on Staten as small as 1/1000 of an inch on attempt was made to inti'oduce

./L-I- 7/ Island. "I want a sheet several feet long on an the audience, with the aid ofSTAFF  to go into Aero. assernbly-line basis? slides, to the basic theory be-
Marv Chasen Frank Martines Ii,ile* EJ'='1= nautical Engi- The critical demands of mod- hind the fout' main types of

Valerie DeClemente Martin Miller  h e e r i n g re- el'n technological production and testing.
Wallace Gottlieb Richard Rosenfeld Il  search and de- safety have created an organi- Mr. G. R. Frank of The Mag-
Steve Greenhut Ken Sandler --M velopment, or zation by the name of Society naflux Corp. gave the following
Alan Grimaldi Barry Schoenhaut  MIlIl E fluid dynamics. for Nondestructive Testing. Its l e c t u r e on surface testing.

Stephen Kadushin Phillip Valenti I plan to work on the West Coast field of study though can be Dye penetration testing can
Vito LaManna Elliot Wagner for some concern." highly complex and at other detect cracks as small as 1/1000
Richard Larca Dave Welcher times amusingly simple. of an inch. It operates on the

Jerry Schuchman Peter Marcus, In the first of a series of four basis that dyes absorbed by the
lectures on Nondestructive Test- crack will expose the location ofs o p h o more,

Faculty Advisor - Irwin Brownstein C.E. l i v e s in ing Mr. H. W, Ebert of the Fos- the crack when it. is "bled out"
ter Wheeler Company gave an by a developing agent.Queens. "P o s- 4

Editorial Policy of TECH NEWS is determined by a majority s i b l y I'll be introductory talk on his special- Magnetic particle t e s t i n g
ty, In referring to the "newness" makes use of the fact that avote of the Editorial Board. w o r k i n g for
of Nondestructive Testing (N. crack in a magnetized niaterials o m e govern- D.T.) as a science, Mr. Ebert will produce a set of poles. The

Prin,ad by,  ; 0 4'inlin&,8i (1  222
i n e n t agency,

said thkit prior to W.W. II there operation is the same as sprink-orworking was no graduate work done in ling iron particles over a horse-
abroad in high- . N.D.T. The uniqueness of this shoe magnet.way enginciering." type of testing is that it tests Mr. J. Dewton followed with

the m:iterial actually being in- radiography testing. Radiogi'a-Speaking of#ultaings j u n i o r, E.E., Unlike pilot type testing or employed. With the procedure,

- , Richii,rd Miller, stalled to perform a specific job. phy or the use of X-rays is also
Recetit editorials iii Campus and Main Events have lives in Rich- sample testing no use is made of use is made of a darker image on

mond. "That's a safety factors, etc., because a film for lower density mate-
voiced the need for a drama and speech building which     good question. I knowledge of each specimen's rials than high density metals.
would have auditorium and theater facilities extensive , am thinking of idiosyncracies is obtained. Little The source of rays is placed atAir F o r c e is left to chance.enough to present shows, concerts, and other features to one end of the material and aO.C.S. with my The oldest branch and the one filin at the other end. In thislarge audiences. We would, however, suggest an alternate /' Bachelor's d e- requiring the least equipment in
plan: a high rise structure be built on the North campus · - . ,g r e e, or pos- "N.D.T." is the use of the five manner blow holes or sand par-

sibly industry. My parents are senses. As an example of the use ticles may be detected.
which would be a combination drama and speech building bothering me to teach, but I'm of the senses Mr. Ebert cited Untrasonics appears to be tho

ahd student center. still undecided," 1.hat smelling of gasoline is one most sophisticated of all meth-
way to determine a few of its ods mentioned. Harmonics of a

The principle of double use for a building has already pi'oduction qualities. On the sound wave can be used to de.
George Coste,

been incorporated into tlie new science and physical edu- C.E., l i v e s in 4«  , other hand little is left to the termine thickness of materials

cation building. Walt 'Whitman Hall at Brooklyn College is the Bronx. He ;Il.   sense of smell in a nuclear re- to a precision heretofore thought
-wi actor. Mr. Ebert said that, unattainable.

a magnificent auditorium that incorporates student lounges ;;;ii i ,de to the  „ very component of a nuclear The seminar sponsored by ChiStates 11111111111111ll
into the general auditorium theme. from France  power plant is tested by two Epsilon and The Society was

ElnkillmllllB, methods; because of the safety held in Steinman Hall. The lec.
when he was ,<*3The need for dramatic arts facilities has already been seven. "I have 8.Villif.

1----9, involved the cost is justified." tures extended over a four
m  In prepat'ation for ilie pro- week period, and ended March 6. |elaborated upon. The advantages of the combination are applied for a  ceeding lectures Mr. Ebert then Prof. G. Olsen (CE), acted as '

numerous. A whole set of problems could be solved at once. commission in """"- went ilj to the 1-nore subtle moderator for the seminar.
the Army, and when I graduate

We could have a decent cafeteria .The cafeteria is now I plan to serve for three years.

woefully overcrowded. There isn't enough room for either If I like the Army, I will remain Flooir Plan. ..and get my Master's degree
students or staff: a table was recently taken out of student through the Army, and serve for (Conti,tited from Page 1) it is photographed, then taken
hands and reserved for staff. With the increased North twenty years. If not, I will work The Cartographic Commission, down and printed on 8%" x 11"
campus population wliich will resillt from use Of tile lievl, :01' a coritractor either here or headed by Mike Wolfe of SCAIA Paper. Permanent rooms, sucli

in France." and sponsored by Student Gov- as the Registrar's offices in the
science building, the situation will get worse. ernment is presently preparing Administration Building have

A long awaited North campus bookstore could become Carolyn Pavlat, sophomore, dirgctories of several of the col- been lettered in. Other rooms
Chem.E., lives in 1VIanhattan. lege's buildings. The directories are indicatqd by their number.a reality. It is inconvenient for many students to continually "I'd like to work in research, but consist primarily of the plans of The plans of each floor of a

dash South for needed supplies. Much more important, the I have to graduate first." each floor of a building. "These building are then assembled to-
problem of intense crowding occurring at the beginning of are not actually floor plans," ex- gether in a brochure, the cover
each term when students buy all their books can be David Welcher, freshman, plained Mr. Wolfe," but you of which is a photdgraph of the
eliminated. E.E., lives in Brooklyn. "I will might call them 'sight' plans be- building, taken by  &iici'ocosm,

probably be working for one of cause they include stairways, the senior yearbook. A directory
There is still a lack of lounge space on Nortli campus. the large companies like G.E. or walks, lamposts, and such." on the last page of each bro-

Tech Council is exhausting itself over many elaborate plans RCA as a research engineer.„ These sight plans are intended chure indicates what is in each
for the incomillg freshman. By of the numbered rooms.to get just one more lounge. Lounges can especially fit in

Ed Kippel, senior, Chem.E., glancing at them, he will im- At the present time, the Ad-
well with the theater itself. A good theater usually has lives in the Bronx. "I am think- mediately be able to determine ministration Building has been
several. ing of possibly niaking the exactly where he is. completed. Finley Center will

There isn't enough room in Finley for the large number Army a career, or of working The starting point for the pro- be completed by May. Shepard
duction of one of the plans is and Steinman Halls are next onwith high polymers in indus-
the building's blueprints, which the Commission's agenda. Look-of clubs presently on campus. There are about 150 organiza- try."

lions, and most of them have no office in the center. Those have been obtained from the ing further into the future, the
that do usually share them. All the Tech groups, for instance, Brenda Yaes, freshman. Archi- Department of Buildings and Commission hopes to do the new
have only one room between them. It is in the name of TC. lecture, lives in Queens. "Five Grounds. The original copy is Science and Physical Education

years after I graduate, I hope to then done from these blueprints. Buildings.
In the last issue, we discussed the culture and polish of be not only a good designer of This is the most difficult part of The brochures will be dis-

the City College engineering student. With a North campus private homes, but also a good the Commission's work. It re- tributed to all future freshmen
student center and theater building, perhaps some culture wife and mother." quires a carefully done drafting at the College, as part of the

job; every intricate detail of a Freshman Orientation Program,can rub off. The engineer is more in need of cultural ac- building must be included, by the Department of Studenttivities than any other kind of student in the school. Every- ASME drawn to the appropriate scale. Life. SG is confident that this
thing possible should be done to make such activities con-

ASME presente Mr. F. A. It is here that architectural is an ideal way to guide fresh-
veniently available to him. Danahy, of tlie New Yoi·19 Cen- b'aining comes in, the proper men in their new school. Copies

tral Systein, speaking on "Op- symbols for walls, doors, and of the Administration Building
Space is a rapidly disappearing commodity around City porttinities in Railroacling for stairwells are used. The draw- Directory are now available in

College. The crowding and lack of facilities on North campus Engineers" on March 28. Pro- ings already completed have 152 Finley for those upperclass=
been done so well that they will men who would really like tois only a problem of discomfort right now. But it will soon gram will begin at 12:30 in

become a very major concern. The time to consider what Harris 106. Early-bird film at probably be used for permanent know their way around the Col.

12:15. wall directories. lege.is to be done is right liOW. When a drawing is completed -Gotilieb
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le nior Class Reminders Justice Douglas ,Summer Jobsior Prom: Tickets are now on sale for the "Ship 'n' Shore" Prom
e held Sunday, June 9, at 7:30 p.m. Tickets can be purchased To Speak Here This is the first of a series of

Finley 206, the Senior Class Office, at the following times: students during the summer va-g ti, 12-2, Tues. 11-1, Wed. 11-1, Thurs. 11-3, and Fri. 11-2. Full Justice William 0. Douglas of articles on' jobs held by Tech '1

·e is $26 per couple; however, only a $10 deposit is required. the United States Supreme
cation.

cots will be sold on a first come basis and the total number is Court will lecture on "The Ero-
ited by available yacht space. To be included with the price .

sion Of Liberty" on April 3rd By TED BERG and : 1
admission is transportation to the Riviera Yacht Club, Port WALLACE GOTTLIEB
shington, L.I. by private chartered yacht, a cocktail party upon at City College.

Most students do not think in aside from the actual slide-rule
I.T. field. An ival at the club featuring hot and cold hors d'oeuvres, and The lecture will be given in

to introduce net' which will consist of Roast Prime Ribs of Beef. Music will Aronow Auditorium, Finley when they are looking for a potential shelter locations and
terms of rats or cochroaches work, some of us had to visit

the aid of supplied by the Tiny Mann Orchestra. Final day for deposits Hall at 5 p.m. Tickets may be summer job in engineering. You prepare a sketch of the location.
theory be- ay 2. Tuxedo rental service is presently being arranged.

in types of and Gown Rental: Rentals are $4 for those holding senior class obtained from Professor Jaher can be sure I wasn't when I was These sketches would then be

ds, $5 for those without. Late rental after April 30 will be $5 (History). filling out numerous applica- used in the office for the analy-
tions for summer employment sis of the area.

of The Mag- 1 $6 respectively. The lecture is the 1963 presen- last year, My efforts were final- It had been detet'mined that
he following e Concert: Holders of Senior Class Cards can get a free ticket lation of the History Depart. ly rewarded with an acceptance the best location for a fallout
Tace testing. the Linda Hopkins One Woman Show to be held on Friday, from a local firm of consulting shelter is the basement of a
testing can ril 19, at 8 and 10 p.m. Additional tickets will cost 75 cents apiece. ment Lecture Series. engineers. (These are not the building. This is where the rats
all as 1/1000 Justice Douglas was appointed rats or cochroaches I mean,) and cochroaches come in. New
'ates on the lo the Supreme Court in 1939 by The firin was woi·king on the York's baselnents and cellars
)rbed by thee location of ibrary ... President Roosevelt. U.S. Governinent Fallout Shel- are crawling with them! It was

s "bled out" ! Co,iti,lited from Page 1) immediate exigencies a pencil ter Survey which was being not unconinion to see a sinall

nt. conducted in New York City. (soliietimes l a r g e) creature
lien a Ph.D. Program in En- sharpener will soon be installed.

) t e s t i n g ering was approved recently This will happen as soon as Dr. The object of this survey was to scurry across my clipboat·d or

fact that a effect on the library was im- Whitford completes "major re- Rocket Soc. estimate tlze number and size of iny shoes. Occasionally, it was
existing structures that could necessary to coliviiice a sus- ,

zed niaterial diate and profound. "We will pairs" on the book lift. be used as fallout shelters as pecting building superintendent
S poles. The .d inore books and newer Whatever aesthetic qualities it
ie as sprink- scriptions. Space in effect may or may not have, the li- Turns To well as estimating the construe. that I was not a thief who had

tion necessary to convert other come to steal the treasures that
,ver a horse- 1 dwindle," Dr. Whitford brary can serve more people

. The present capacity of the than before. In fact, there has Astronautics For this purpose, upper class„ cellar. This was where the
structures into suitable shelters. might be hidden away in his

A new technical society, the men, recent graduates, and "diplopatic" side of the job

:-rays is also i increase; you can expect an brary since its moving. The li- 40,000 member American Insti- graduate students were hired
callie in.

for summer work. When the field work was coin-
e procedure, rease in the use of these brary also contains a conference tute of Aeronautics and Asti'o- pleted, I spent the rest of the
ker image on ,ks for the Doctoral Pro- room that can be used by any nautics, came into being re- Dul'ing tlie fii·st few days with summer in a beautiful and
ensity mate• C m." He further added, "The group of students requesting it cently with the merger of the tlie company, all of us associ-
isity metals. ·ials Committee is in charge for research work, etc. American Rocket Society and ated with the pi·oject went to a modet'n office on the twelity-

eighth floor of a Madison Ave.
is placed at requests. Priority rating is Dr. Whitford has been with the Institute of Aerospace Sci- series of lectures given by se- nue building. My work dealt

terial and a criterion in light of budge. the travails of the Engineering encig. The new organization will nior engineers. These lectures with calculating the ventilation
end. In this y considerations." Library for thirty-seven years. be represented at City College covered every conceivable as- and electrical requirements of

He holds a B.S. (C.C.N.Y.), M.E. by the former student chapter of pect of fallout shelter theory the potential shelters, I worked
or sand par- t present the library is get- (C.C.N.Y.), B.S. (Lib. Sci.), M.S. the American Rocket Society. and construction, Typical lec- at a desk of my own, where I:ted, g 800-900 texts a year and (Lib. Sci.), and an Ed. D. All tures were on 1·adiation effects
irs to be tho ·ce hundred bound magazines. this is complemented by mem- intensive negotiations between

and measurement, shielding re- applied what I had learned atThe product of over a year of
of all meth- nyone may recommend books bership in Phi Beta Kappa, Tau . quit·ements, ventilation, elec- the lectures to the sketches that
'monies of a & be bought," he was quick to Beta Pi and other honorary fra- its two predecessors, AIAA cov- trical and capacity require- were made at the buildings. I

used to de- ' int out. ers the entire aerospace field ments, as well as New Yoi'k often feund myself comparing
of materials ' ternities.

Ifore thought or those concerned witli more
-Miller from air transport to planetary building codes that had to be what I was doing to the work I

exploration: observed in the construction of do in my courses. The sketch of '
The last president of the shelters. In addition we wer the building cori'esponded to

sored by Chi '©*'¤'¤'#*'*¤m'K'X(*M***IM#*1*1*<KKE Kill*!Klke*****01*X,)*N M [Mixt**1Mll}*9 A.R.S., Dr. Martin Summerfield given printed material to which homework problems. The shel-ter requirements were my un-
Society was   of Princeton University, ex- we were able to refer during
[all. The lec- EgglieaJ -Societ,   plained some of the reasons for the months to follow.- knowns, The lectut'e material '

was the thqory to use to solve
yer a four * the merger: "As we examine the Since I am an E.E., I found the given problem.
ded March 6. · state of astronautical science the lectures interesting and in- Looking back on the pastE), acted as , and technology...we are forced formative although I had not summer, I feel that the experi-eminar. l4 to conclude that the American taken any of this material in ence I gained was not only in

Rocket Society had to take a school. For the first time I un- the assortment of technical in-large step forward if it was to derstood the purpose of an en- foi·mation I leat·ned on subjectsrepresent properly this giant gineering education. This pur- not taught in school. The realA field. It could no longer ignore pose is not to learn an assort- experience was learning the or-
then taken 1 T the related devqlopments in ment of isolated facts, but to ganization and procee,dures ofin 8%" x ll"   6 modern aeronautics by the large prepare the student to be able an engineering firm. I was im-

rooms, such @ number of equally active and to attack any technical problem pressed by the congenial at-

 *C 1 and scientists affialiated with the ly informed point of view. I Senior Engineers to discuss any

iffices in the   equally productive engineers from an educated and technical- mosphere, the willingness oftilding have
Other rooms I. /9 4 Consolidation with the learned also, that in this case (as problems which arose and theieir number. - .'-1 I.A.S. was the logical big step it must be in many other cases), idea of meeting a deadline. This
1 floor of a forward." there is a "human" side to a was accomplished by . a well
ssernbled to- It is also hoped that the technical assignment. directed effort of all those in-
re, the cover '4 merger will substantially reduce
graph of the In order to perform the sev- volved in the project. I learned

Microcosm, duplication in the scheduling_of eral analyses mentioned above that the engineer is not a ma.

. A directory 00*k tqchnical meetings and in sev- on an existing structure, this chine hired to grind out tech-
eral other areas. structure had to be seen; the ar- nical problems that cannot be4 each bro- Reports of government and rangement of obstructions with- dene on computers. The en-at is in each

Doms. industry pressure favoring the in the shelter area, the location gineer is a necessary individual
merger on these grounds, are and size of windows, the thick- in our society, trying to solve

 me, the Ad- thought to have prompted occa- ness of the walls, etc. are essen- practical problems which affect
ng has been sional charges last year that tial for shelter calculations. So, the lives of others.
Center will "steamroller tactics" were being

Iay. Shepard <used by the officers and direc-
; are next on ,
genda. Look- V MARTIAN&$ tors of the two societies. How-

ever, most sentiment was fav Conference ...
e future, the Damn itt orable, and the membership of
o do the new (Continited from Page 1) coming conference; Barry Mil-

both groups approved the mer-
al Education ler, president of A.I.Ch.E.; and

ger by substantial margins in Engineers, the City College of Daniel Kollin, chairman of the
the balloting last Fall. New York is host to the confer- Social Affairs Committee.will be dis- The A.R.S. and the I.A.S. were ence once every eight years. Last

ire freshmen

n /2 2/A -part of the nearly equal in size, the rocket year the contest was held at The registration fee, for the

society being somewhat larger Cooper Union. The other six col- morning session, including the
ion Program,

and showing greater growth. leges participating are Columbia , contest and the tour, is one dol-
t of Student Both groups were also about the University, 1VIanhattan College, lai'; for both the morning session
ent that this

same age, having been founded New York University, Newark and luncheon it is $2.50.
guide fresh- ..

more than thirty years ago. Dr. College of Engineering, Poly- About 125 persons are expect-
chool. Copies
ion Building 0 UU 06 Suminerfield is now vice-pres. lechnic Institute of Brooklyn, ed to attend. Interested students
available in ' ident of the new organization, and Pratt Institute. should see Prof. Patell in the

the president being Dr. William Preparations for this confer- Chemical Engineering Depart-
e upperclass= 85ERVATION ME DITATCON CONPREWENSION
eally like to H, Pickering, Director of NASA's ence are being made under the ment, or leave notes for the Gen-

iund the Col. MART,AFS Jet Propulsion Laboratory at direction of Prof. Patell, faculty eral Chairman of the conference,
Cal. Tech. advisor of A.I.Ch.E.; Harvey Go- Mr. Harvey Golubock, at the

-Gotilieb Looking al the Tech Mural -Rosenfeld lubock, general chairman of the same office. - LaManna
, ,

. '.

. i
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enough about the "why" and data on their backkroundsDesigner Discusses AIGhE Victor „how" of materials to make the show how and why the ma

In First Slide correct choice for his purpose. ials are used. New, modern
On the other hand, specification proaches to the selection of 1Narrows Bridge Rule Hoop Game engineers, architects, and other terials to meet the advan
specialists appreciate the book methods of the older indust

With little or no effort, the because it serves as a conven- are also described. AlthoThe world renowned Mr. O.·  lanes, which are capable of men of the A.I.Ch.E. basketball ient reference for making quick nearly 2,000 additional it
H. Aminann spoke last week be-   h:indling mixed traffic. The team coinpiled a 3-0 record . . . comparisons. have been included in the i
fore the Society of American lower deck will not be com- two forfeits and one win. This Ninth Edition of the "Ma- edition, the book has been k
Military Engineers on the plan- pleted until traffic flow necessi- The morale of the men on the terials Handbook" is completely at a convenient size, retain
ning atid construction of the tates its use. team was at an all time low last updated, covering the materials the value as a handy desk
Verrazano Narrows Bridge. For Many of the problems of the week. After many appeals and for the newer electronics, nu- erence volume. This has bover half a century, the eighty- planning and construction were challenges to other teams the clear, and jet propulsion indus- done by careful regrouping r
four year old Mr. Ammann has presented by Mr. Ammann, who A .I.Ch.E. team was ready to tries with sufficient analytical rewriting of the data.
been connected with bridge de- graduated from the Swiss Poly- play. They showed up for two
sign and construction. He has technical Institution and has re- games, but no one else did. Last - -

built California's famous Golden ceived honorary degrees from Tuesday the brothers of Epsilon
Gate Bridge and New Yorlc's New York University, Yale and Nu Gamma, an Engineering so-

- *4911*laniG e o r g e Washington Bridge. Columbia. He has been the Chief cial fraternity answered the

 : wto fi2f till1911, ;t Zlgline i:idfo   IC ';ttr ril  - challenge. Lbily (Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf, The Many
Mr. Berman, the person in Loves of Dobie Gillis," etc.)wot'ld's longest bridge. thority and the Port Authority. charge of the gym, was amazed

The Narrows Bridge is the In 1939 he retired and formed when both teams showed up forfirst important link between his own company. He has been -1the game. The Chemical Engi- Eli
Staten Island and Brooklyn. It in charge of the planning and neers proved to be stiff competi- HOW TO GET EDUCATED
will permit traffic flow from construction of the following tion for the men of ENG. They ALTHOUGH ATTENDING COLLEGENew Jersey to New England to bridges: the Triborough Bridge, won 30 to 20. The star players of
by pass Manhattan. It is ex- the George Washington Bridge, the Chem. E's was R. Diaz-Mar- In your quest for n college degree, are you becomiiig n narrow _J
pected to have a great influence the Bronx Whitestone Bridge,

anda, who scored 12 points. specitilist, or :,re you being educated in the broad, classical
on the development of Staten the Hellsgate Bridge, the Bay- setise of the word?The Slide Rule League has
Island. onne Bridge, the Delawat'e This question is being asked today by many serious observers

In 1954, the Triborough Bridge Memorial Bridge, the Golden
been a pet of the Tech Council

-including my barber, irly roofer, and my little dog Spot-
and Tunnel Authority and the Gate Bridge and the Makinac for many years. Two years ago and it would be well to seek an answer.

six societies were competing Are we becoining experts only in the confined area of ourPort Authority made a study Straights Bridge. regularly in sports events. The majors, or does our knowledge range far and wide? Do we, for
of the traffic facilities around The Society of American Mili- number of societies has dwindl- extimple, know who fouglit in the Battle of Jenkins' Ear, or
New York, and in 1955, they tary Engineers which invited Kant's episteinology, or Planck's constant, or Valsalva's mancit-ed down to one or two.recommended the immediate Mr. Ammann to the College in ver, or wimt Wordsworth was doing ten miles above TinternIt looks as if the Slide Rule
construction of three new facili- 1957 had as their guests in the Abbey?
ties. These structures are the audience Professor of Mili- League will disappear because If we do not, we nre turning, alas, into specialists. How
Throgg's Neck Bridge, which tary Science, Lt. Colonel P. F. of lack of participation. But the tlien can we bronden our vistils, lengthen our horizons-be-

other night some hope showed coine, iii short, educated?
supplements the Triborough Barlow, Mr. Flemming of the as the men of two engineering Well sir, the first thing we must do is throw away our cum-
Bridge, the second deck of the Dept. of building and grounds, organizations met on the court eula. Tonwrrow, instead of going to the same old classes, let
George Washington Bridge and Major Welch, S.A.M.E.'s faculty for a friendly game of basket- us try something new. Let us not think of college as a rigid
the $325 million Verrazano-Nar- advisor, and Prof. Pistrang ball. discipline, but as a kind of vast academic smorgasbord, with
rows Bridge. representing the C.E. Dept. The all kinds of teinpting intellectual tidbits to savor. . Let's startThese games are open to all sampling tomorrow.It's span exceeds the George junior year ROTC engineering engineering societies. They are
Washitigton Bridge by 260 feet students and the engineering encouraged to participate in the
and the Golden Gate Bridge by students of the school were also

athletic program of the School of60 feet. The total length of the invited to attend. .8,;. ...ei.....

bridge and approaches is three The Society of American Mili-
Technology. The only require-

miles. The central span is 4,260 tai·y Engineers has scheduled for
ment is that you bring your own

feet and the side spans are 1,215 April 3rd a lecture to be given  eaieire.e  i  showE. p fliarll no  
feet. The four suspension cables, by Mr. Blasius of the New York
two on each side, are 3 feet in Telephone Co. on "SAGE." This

all. Anyone interested in play- r.. 11 -///4ing please leave a note in the Q WRIL,li 
diameter. Each cable is made lecture will be given at 5 p.in. AIChE mailbox near the Chem-  4
up of 61 strands with eacli in Harris 003.

--Wagner ical Engineering Offices on thestratid consistitig of 60 wires third floor of Steinman. 2each the thickness of a lead pen- -Grimaldi

**r*N.c .rs: 1 IR#  tAL , *., p- 1cil. They would extend six
times at'ound earth. The Bridge Book dition, there is information on
has two decks, each with six properties and characteristics of

materials and substitutes, adul- 118 *46 30 #0 /heWrole Joke fLIME'th ImmorM #*6' 1

Why Does The Review also contains basic information
terants, and uses. The handbook We will begin tlie day witli a stimulating seminar in Hittite

artifacts. Then we will go over to marine biology and spend aon subjects like the economic hal,py hour witli tlie sea,slugs. Then we will open our pores byMaterials Handbook: An Ency- geography of materials, resour- drilling a spell witli tlie ROTC. Then we'11 go over to journalismClock Stop? clopedia for Purchasing Ag- ces, weights, measurements, and tear out the front page. Then we'11 go to the medical school
If you are wondering why the ents, Engineers. Executives p h y s i c a l cornparisons, and and autograph some casts. Then we'11 go to home economics

and Foremen, Ninth Edition, charts and maps of distribution and 1 ave lunch.tower clock on Harris Hall oc-
by George S. Brady. 912 pages and production of world-wide .And between classes we'll smoke Marlboro Cigarettes. This,cassionally stops, just ask your- let me emphasize, is not an added fillip to the broadening ofself this question: "Why does plus index; 13 illustrations; material items.

our education. This is an essential. Td learn to live fully andmy watch stop even when it is 6 x 9; MeGraw-Hill Handbook Specifically, Part I of tlie well is an important part of education, and Marlboros are an
wound?" The answer lies in the Series: $17.50. Publication handbook is an encyclopedia of important part of living fully and well. What a sense of com-
fact that dirt gets into the date: February, 1963. 12,000 industrial materials in- pleteness you will get from Marlboro's fine tobaccos, from
inech:inism, thereby preventing "Materials Handbook," Ninth dexed for quick reference. It Marlboro's pure filter ! What flavor Marlboro delivers ! Through
tlie parts from functioning. Also, Edition, is a revision of the provides clear descriptions of that iminaculate filter comes flavor in full measure, flavor with-
as with every clock which widely used handbook of prac- many processing materials used out stint or compromise, flavor that wrinkled care derides,

flavor holding both its sides. This triumph of the tobacconist'sworks on electricity, there may tical data on materials, provid- in the basic and intermediate art comes to you in soft pack or Flip-Top box and can be lightedbe electrical trouble, such as a ing a vast store of information industries, and imported raw with match, lighter, candle, Welsbach mantle, or by rubbing
burned out wire or motor or a useful in selecting and specify- materials of importance to two small Indians together.
power failure. Indeed you are ing materials for various pur- American industries. Patented When we have embarked on this new regimen-or, more
perhaps wondering who repairs poses. Designed to provide, in and trade-named materials are accurately, lack of regimen-we will soon be cultured as all
this clock when it stops running. one handy desk volume, data on covered, giving a more specific get out. When strangers accost us oii tlie street and say, "What
When asked this question, Mr. the chief distinguishing features understanding of commercial was Wordsworth doing ten miles above Tintern Abbey, hey?"

we will no longer slink away in silent abashment. We will replyFleming of "Buildings and of 12,000 materials used in all applications, and pointing up loud and clear:
Giounds" replied, "Minor re- types of manufacturing, the substitute and alternate materi- "As any truly educated person knows, Wordsworth, Shelley,pairs are done by the College book is intended to provide use- als with examples of their par- and Kents used to go to the Widdicombe Fair every year foritself, while major repairs are ful information to purchasing ticular uses. The chief ores and the poetry-writing contests and three-legged races, both of
done by the company." agents, operating executives, most important industrial chem- which tliey enjoyed lyrically. Well sili, imagine their chagrin

The time shozvn by the clock procurement men, plant and icals are also included. when they arrived at the Fair in 1776 and learned that Oliver
niay not be the correct time, production engineers, foremen, Part II contains basic econom- Cromwell, uneasy because Guy Fawkes had just invented the

spinning jenny, had cancelled all public gatherings, includingyet it is as accurate as your own designers, architects, and others ics of industrial materials and
the Widdicombe Fair and Liverpool. Shelley was so upsetwatch. As long as the AC is concerned with selection, speci- reference tables on measure- that he drowned himself in a butt of malmsey. Keats went tosteady, the clock will be steady. fication, and use of industrial ments and properties of mater- London and became Charlotte Bronte. Wordsworth ran blindly

As far back as 1915, this materials. ials. In addition, a comprehen- into the forest until he collapsed in a heap ten miles above
clock has been serving the stu- The handbook - practical, sive single-word Index provides Tintern Abbey. There he lay for several years, sobbing and
dents and faculty of the College. concise, technically accurate, yet an easy cross-reference which kicking his little fat legs. At length, peace returned to him. He

looked around, noted the be: uty of the forest, and was so movedThis tiine piece of three feet written in simple language un- not only gives direct reference to that he wrote Joy,:e Kilizier's iinmortal Trees ...And that,diameter reminds us of the derstandable to executives not individual materials, but also smart-apple, is what Wordsworth was doing ten miles aboveclocks 011 the Paran7ount, Met- usually specialized in technical lists classes and types so that Tintern Abbey."ropolitan Life Insurance Build- terms - pi·esents the most per- general background is instant- © 1003 )Inx Shulman
itig, and the Old Madison Square tinent facts on metals, alloys, re· ly available. Thus, even the pur- ***
Garden, This landmark is put fractories, abrasives, woods, chasing agent or executive who Poetsandpeasants, studentsand teachers,ladies and gentle-on all tall buildings. synthetic r e s i n s, industrial is unfamiliar with the precise men-all know you get a lot to like in a Martboro·-available- Schuchman chemicals, and so forth. In ad- material he needs will learn wherever cigarette8 are sold in all 50 States.


